Nowadays, the traffic congestion is becoming more and more serious. It is urgent to find a path planning algorithm with high efficiency. As a heuristic algorithm, A* algorithm can solve the problem of path planning with high efficiency, and the design of heuristic function is particularly important. By analyzing the problems of route planning, some improvements have been made in this paper: firstly, the evaluation function with two elements of distance and direction are considered; through the process of normalization, the problem of unified unit has been solved; secondly, use the smallest heap spatial to load the node information dynamically, and reduce the memory usage space.
Introduction
The problem of shortest path is an important issue of transportation network analysis. The so-called Shortest Path aims at finding the shortest path between two nodes in a figure (composed of nodes and the path). The shortest path search algorithm requires faster and less memory space, indicating the time complexity and space complexity of the algorithm. The classic shortest path search algorithm is Dijkstra algorithm, which belongs to the traversal search; however, when the network node number is large, the algorithm will search greater node number and the efficiency will be lower. As a result, some heuristic search algorithms are proposed including local optimal search method and A * algorithm, etc. The function of heuristic algorithm is to evaluate each search position and get the best location, then search in this location until searching the target in the state space.
At present, in the field of path optimization, A * algorithm [1] is a popular heuristic search algorithm as put forward by Hart, Nilson, Raphael. It uses heuristic search algorithm to estimate the distance of target point so as to reduce the search space and improve the search efficiency. Many literatures have studied the A * algorithm [1] and put forward the elements of distance and direction which are introduced into the valuation function. Because the units of distance and direction are not unified, some problems will arise when using it. Aiming at this problem, I have studied and improved the evaluation function. In addition, in order to further improve the operational efficiency of the algorithm, the paper uses the smallest heap structure to reduce the memory storage space.
Basic Principle of A * algorithm
The A * algorithm's whole frame is made of traversal search method; however, it uses the heuristic function to estimate the cost of any point on the map to the target point, so you can choose a good direction. A * algorithm [3] is introduced to the current node j inspired by the function f * (j) and the inspiration of the current node j function is defined as: f
is a measurement of the actual cost from the starting point to the current node j, h*(j) is an estimate of the minimum cost from the current node j to the destination . Note that if h*(j) = 0, there is no useful global information; then A * algorithm is turned into ordinary Dijkstra algorithm. As a result, the ordinary Dijkstra [2] can be seen as a special form of A * algorithm. H*(j) needs to satisfy the compatibility condition that it can't be higher than the actual minimum cost of node j to the end. If the evaluation function satisfies the compatibility condition and the original problem exists optimal solution, the A* algorithm can search the best path.
The benefit of using A * algorithm [2] is that it uses heuristic function to make the search path more intelligent towards the end, so its search depth is small with less number of nodes; therefore it occupies less storage space, as shown in Fig. 1 .
The key of A * algorithm is to design a suitable heuristic function. Some literature analyzed its characteristic, believing that the enlightenment function [11] f*(j) was non-decreasing. As long as f * (j) can satisfy the compatibility condition, namely, the valuation function h*(j) can be smaller than the actual cost of node j to the target point, its generated path must be optimal. Some literature introduced two elements of distance and direction into the construction of the evaluation function [5] , namely: h * (j) = w1 * L + w2 * α (2.2) We can see in Picture two, where L represents the Euclidean distance of the current node to the end , α represents this starting point to this current point and this current point to this end of the line segment angle, that is SJE, the literature also uses the angle between the line ∠ segments and related intermediate node associated with the node and the end of the NJE. ∠ W1 and w2 are the weighted value of the distance and angle, and they range respectively from 0.55-0.6 and 0.35-0.45, but we can't ignore the problem that the units of distance and the angle aren't unified. It is likely that the distance value is far greater than the angle value (L >> α), especially
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Application of A * Algorithm Yunxiang Liu in a large area path planning process, the problem is more obvious. When L >> α, the direction is no longer binding and makes the evaluation function pointless. Upon constructing an appropriate valuation function, we should consider its running condition. Currently, most method is to read the data into memory, and then search for the shortest path. Theoretically, A * algorithm [3] can search for the shortest path by searching fewer nodes, but when the algorithm is running, you must consider two questions: firstly, the speed. Even if the data can be quickly read into memory, we must consider the second question, the size of system memory. If the system memory is large enough, by running the algorithm, the repeated searching for the same node will also appear, thereby to reduce the operational efficiency. In view of the problem of data reading, some scholars put forward the A * algorithm based on restricted areas to reduce the amount of data; however, because A * algorithm itself is a costing algorithm, it is more likely that this approach can't search the shortest path, especially when the road attribute information and the traffic restrict information [12] are considered, as shown in Fig. 2 . Where n represents the associated nodes, associated with each node's distance and angle being normalized, the evaluation function becomes: h * (j)=w1 * L′ + w2 * α′
When we have completed the normalization treatment, we'll only consider the distance and the angle's contribution to the path, regardless of distance and its numerical size. Although the operation of the algorithm increases the amount of calculation, we can further reduce the searching time of the algorithm and enhance its operation structure to improve searching efficiency of the algorithm.
Aiming at the problems of algorithm efficiency as mentioned, the paper proposes to establish the smallest heap structure and the dynamic load of road network data in order to improve its efficiency. It is mainly used for multiple attribute data or multidimensional point data [4] which can coordinate rapidly the network data in the area.
In the course of implementation of the algorithm [5] , it doesn't start to load all of the road network data, but according to the need of the algorithm, read relevant information of nodes or delete the node information while increasing the I/O operations in the process of operation, but this will avoid a lot of invalid data loading and takes a lot of memory space. For example, to determine whether the current node is within a certain range [8] or not. If not, load the data corresponding to the area; if within a certain range, read relevant information. On this basis, calculate the value of inspiration section and searching for the shortest path.
3.2Realizationof A * Algorithm
In the process of realizing the algorithm, we need to construct two linked lists which are used to store nodes expected to extend; and the extended nodes are called Open list and Close list [4] .
The algorithm steps are shown as follows: 1) Initialization settings. Information of the starting point is loaded to the Open list. The Close list assignment is empty so that g (j) = 0.
2) Search the nearest node from the current node [4] , namely, the smallest value of f (j); then delete the node j in the Open list and load it in the Close list. Determine whether it is the end. If so, the end, go to Step 4; otherwise, go to Step 3.
3) Judge whether its information of node j is in certain range. If so, the extension is node j; otherwise, load the node information of node j and extend. Go to Step 2. 4) Starting from node j. Output the optimal path and the shortest distance from the start point to the destination point by the method of using back, then the algorithm is terminated.
During the operation of algorithm, if we have avoided the repeated access to the same point, reduce the running time of the algorithm.
Experiment and Analysis
The slowest part of the A * algorithm is to find the node of minimum F value in OPEN table [9] . In this paper, a binary heap way is used to store OPEN table nodes and sort the nodes on the OPEN list from small to large; and the efficiency of inserting nodes and deleting nodes in a binary heap [7] is higher than that in an average sorting algorithm. By the above experimental data, it can be concluded that the number of nodes is bigger when the standard A * algorithm can be used to search the path [6] , and the path search speed will also be affected. When the Open list is optimized by using binary heap, although the number of node has not changed, the speed to search the node of minimum F value has raised, so it improves the path search speed. On the basis of data analysis, the speed of finding diameter [10] is increased by 5%.
Conclusion
A * algorithm is widely used in the path planning as a heuristic search algorithm. We can reduce the search space and improve the search efficiency by using the heuristic function; therefore, it plays a key role in this algorithm. In this paper, the problem of the unified units of distance and angle in the A * algorithm has been studied, and the normalization process of the distance and angle as well as the use of the shortest heap are put forward. Upon experiment, the results show that the efficiency of the improved A* algorithm has been improved significantly.
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